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REGISTRATION INFORMATION

wHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND LABCON2018
LABCON 2018 enables you to hear from two keynote speakers, select at least  
6 workshops to attend and see the latest equipment and tools available to lab techs.

• Meet with colleagues to discuss all the issues that are an everyday part of our profession 
• Get to know your suppliers by visiting the various displays whilst at LABCON 
• Enjoy the chance to socialise with colleagues during the catering breaks 
• Attend the conference dinner on Wednesday evening

HOw TO REGISTER
Register ONLINE www.ltav.org.au 
POST or SCAN the form and EMAIL 
to pcs@cogroup.com.au complete all 
sections of the form. This includes your 
details, telephone, email, workshop 
selection, tour selection – ensure you 
provide more than one choice as 
workshops and tours book out very 
quickly.   

REGISTRATION pAYMENT
You can pay in one of three ways:

1. Provide a School purchase Order 
Number on your registration form.

2. Cheque – must be made payable 
to Laboratory Technicians 
Association of Victoria.

3. EFT Direct Debit into the LTAV 
Account. Bank: Commonwealth 
Bank of Australia, Warragul, 
BSB: 063532 Account Number: 
10401068 Account Name: 
Laboratory Technicians Association 
of Victoria Inc. Note: To enable us 
to identify your payment if paying 
via EFT it is IMpORTANT that you 
email your EFT advice to  
pcs@cogroup.com.au

SUBMIT YOUR REGISTRATION
Online – www.ltav.org.au  
Email – pcs@cogroup.com.au  
post –  PO Box 208,  
 Lynbrook VIC 3975 

ACCOMMODATION
PLEASE NOTE DIFFERENT HOTELS. 
Rooms are available at: 

Ibis Melbourne Swanston Street 
Hotel, 609 Swanston Street, Carlton. 
$115 room only per night.  
Close to conference dinner venue. 
Very small rooms. Breakfast $12.50pp. 
Parking at the hotel $29 per day. 
Ibis Melbourne Swanston Street Hotel 
book on the registration form.

Rydges on Swanston,  
701 Swanston Street, Carlton.  
$180 room only per night. 
Conference dinner venue, larger 
rooms. Breakfast is available $19 
Parking at the hotel $25 per day. 
Rydges on Swanston book direct 
https://www.rydges.com/private-
page/labcon/ 

Book early as space is limited. Payment 
for all of your accommodation 
booking must be paid in advance. 

CANCELLATION pOLICY
All cancellations must be made in 
writing to the Conference Secretariat. 
Cancellations received prior to the 
registration deadline of 15 October 
2018 will receive a refund less an 
administration fee of $100. No refund 
will be given after this date; however, 
an alternative delegate name may be 
submitted. You may wish to take out 
insurance to cover forced cancellation.

CONFERENCE SECRETARIAT
Marg Scarlett,  
LABCON Conference Manager  
Tel: 0419 805 362 
Email: pcs@cogroup.com.au 
Mail: LABCON Conference Secretariat, 
PO Box 208, Lynbrook VIC 3975

GENERAL INFORMATION
Dress code for workshops and tours
Suitable Attire: Flat covered shoes 
or boots (Note: high heels, sandals 

and thongs are NOT permitted). No 
loose garments or accessories that 
can be easily trapped or caught. Wear 
long pants (no shorts or full skirts). 
Hat and sunscreen for outdoor tours 
is recommended. Catering is not 
provided on any of the tours. 

CONFERENCE ADDRESS
Melbourne Graduate School  
of Education (MGSE) 
234 Queensberry St, Parkville 
Tel: 03 9035 5511

HOw TO GET THERE
Public transport is recommended as 
parking in the area is not easy with 
limited 4 hour street parking, or local 
parking stations.

More information regarding parking: 
http://pcs.unimelb.edu.au/traffic-and-
parking/public_parking.html

From Flinders Street Station: any tram 
labelled Melbourne Uni and get off 
at stop 4 (Queensberry / Swanston 
St) turn left on Queensberry St and 
walk about 240m to MGSE. From 
Southern Cross Station: catch a train 
to Melbourne Central station and take 
a Swanston St tram, as above.

From North Melbourne Station: 
catch the 401 smart bus, get off at the 
University Square stop and walk  
down Leicester St (~400m) to MGSE.  
This option might suit those catching  
V/Line or coming in from the West.

Google Maps
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Dear Colleagues,

It gives me great pleasure, as 
President of LTAV to extend to you an 
invitation from the LTAV Committee, 
to participate at LABCON 2018 
and to take advantage of the many 
opportunities you will have to network 
and learn from colleagues, members, 
non members, experienced and new 
Lab Techs.

LABCON is the must attend event 
for all Lab Techs as an integral 
learning opportunity, extending your 
knowledge and education at what is 
a major Professional Development 
event. LABCON 2018 is being run on 
the same basic program that we had 
last year. LABCON offers Lab staff of 
all types’ opportunities to share ideas 
with colleagues, to mingle and meet 
with suppliers to see what’s new in a 
relaxed and friendly environment. This 
year, the Chemwatch workshop will be 
held pre conference in the afternoon 
of Tuesday 20 November 2018. 

Melbourne Graduate School of 
Education, part of Melbourne 
University, is again the venue for 
LABCON this year. The central location 
suits many Lab Techs and this year 
we are grateful to have been given 
additional space on Level One for 
registration, exhibition and all catering. 
This will enable all exhibitors to be 
located together and provide more 
room to display their goods/services 
during the morning tea, lunch and 
afternoon tea breaks. There will also 
be more casual seating for delegates 
between workshops.

Once again, thank you Stacey Oldman 
for your continual guidance and 
assistance in maximising the benefits 
of associated with holding LABCON 
at MGSE, it is so helpful having you on 
the ground at MGSE during LABCON 
each year.

Lab Techs are encouraged to 
continue to learn at LABCON, use this 
opportunity to connect and develop. 
Please do not stop seeking more 
information, as none of us knows 
everything and there is so much 
out there to take in from the many 
new sessions and presenters on the 
program.

The dates for LABCON 2018 are 
Tuesday 20 to Friday 23 November 
2018 this includes Chemwatch 
workshops pre conference (Tuesday) 
and four off site tours being offered 
post conference on Friday 23 
November 2018. Members, if you 
are attending the actual conference, 
you now have the opportunity to 
participate in either one of the Tours 
or the Chemwatch workshop at no 
additional charge.

Keynote speakers this year include: 
Dr Brad Tucker, Astrophysicist/
Cosmologist from the Research School 
of Astronomy and Astrophysics ANU, 
and Dr Ken Walker, Senior Curator of 
Entomology at Museum Victoria. We 
are delighted that both speakers have 
agreed to make time to address Lab 
Techs at LABCON2018.

Our AGM will be held in the afternoon 
of Thursday 22 November and notices 

of the agenda will be sent out closer 
to the date – as required by the 
Incorporated Associations Act.

Once again, all presenters are 
extended an invitation to attend 
fabulous conference dinner to be held 
on Wednesday 21 November. If you 
have not been before, please consider 
coming to join in the informal dinner 
to have a chance to enjoy good food, 
good company and good dancing, 
all in a great environment. The dinner 
venue this year is Rydges on Swanston, 
701 Swanston Street, Carlton which 
is close to the conference venue and 
delegate accommodation which is at 
Ibis Melbourne Swanston Street Hotel, 
609 Swanston Street, Carlton. 

Unfortunately, I won’t be attending 
LABCON this year as I have taken up a 
position to work in the UK for the year. 
I will be stepping down as President 
at the end of August. Vice President, 
Suzanne Thornely will be taking on the 
role as President, for the remainder of 
the year.

She will welcome you to LABCON 
2018 and ensure that you have the 
opportunity to meet and network with 
your colleagues this year. Please do 
introduce yourself to Suzanne during 
the conference. 

Marcia Rogerson 
President, LTAV

INVITATION FROM THE pRESIDENT  
TO ATTEND LABCON2018

THANKS FOR YOUR FEEDBACK LAST YEAR
• Well organised program and nice welcome packs.
• Thank you for a great and productive conference.
• Really enjoyed catching up with people and meeting new lab techs.
• This was my first LABCON and it was so informative, very well run. Thank you so very much for a great three days.
• The USB stick with all the sessions information – an excellent idea!
• Put displays in one large room. (We have done that this year.)
• Registration papers and program very clearly written.
• Well worth it!
• I have been attending for over 30 years and still find it a great conference.
• There are a few topics I would have liked to also go to but only had one day. I will be back next year!

The evaluation forms are very useful for us to continue to improve LABCON and if possible we endeavour to include 
many of your suggestions. The aim is to continue to grow attendance at LABCON and to keep the conference 
affordable.
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LTAV would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank our  
2018 Conference Exhibitors – your support is greatly appreciated. 

(Information correct at time of printing)

DISpLAYS

LABCON2018 EXHIBITORS

DISpLAYS
To enquire about the sponsorship and display opportunities available, please contact 

Marg Scarlett, LABCON Conference Manager 
Post Office Box 208, Lynbrook VIC 3975 

Email: pcs@cogroup.com.au or Tel: 0419 805 362

Conditionaire Manufacturing Pty Ltd
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KEYNOTE SpEAKERS 
wednesday 21 November     9.15–10.15am Thursday 22 November          2.20–3.20pm

Dr Brad Tucker
Astrophysicist/Cosmologist 
Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics 
Mt Stromlo Observatory at the Australian National University

Dr Ken walker
Senior Curator of Entomology 
Museums Victoria

Brad received Bachelor’s degrees in 
Physics, Philosophy, and Theology 
from the University of Notre Dame. He 
then undertook a PhD at Mt. Stromlo 
Observatory at the ANU. 

He is currently working on projects 
trying to discover the true nature of 
dark energy, the mysterious substance 
causing the accelerating expansion of 

the Universe. He’s one of the leads of a Kepler Space 
Telescope Key Program, to understand why and how stars 
blow up. He is also leading a project to build a network of 
ultraviolet telescopes in the upper atmosphere, a search 
to find Planet 9 – a hypothetical new planet on the edges 
of our Solar System, as well as a new mission to capture 
and mine an asteroid.In addition to his research, Brad 
frequently gives talks to school groups and the public 
about Astronomy and has regular segments on various 
radio and TV stations such as ABC 24 and 7:30 report, and 
Channel 7 Sunrise and the Morning Show. 

Among other things, Brad has also developed a series of 
Astronomy coins with the Royal Australian Mint, consulted 
on science fiction movies such as Alien: Covenant, and 
has been featured in specials on the National Geographic 
Channel, Discovery Channel, and BBC. He is currently in 
the process of writing his first popular book.

Dr Ken Walker is a senior curator in 
the entomology (insects and spiders) 
section. He has worked at Museums 
Victoria since 1981. His research 
interests are in native Australian bees 
(in particular the family Halictidae) 
and pollination syndromes (what bee 
pollinates what plant). He has actively 
promoted his entomological 

experiences through several museum exhibitions, 
biodiversity, biosecurity and citizen science websites 
and has given talks to field naturalists groups throughout 
Victoria as well as Australian and overseas conferences.

Dr Walker has described over 150 new species of 
native bees, especially in the genera Homalictus and 
Lasioglossum and has several species of Australian bees 
named after him.

He saw the advent of the internet in 1996 as an opportunity 
to get our insect collections out to the public and so 
created one of the first websites that allowed the public 
to directly query our museum specimens – it was called 
Bioinformatics and allowed users to find out what butterfly, 
frog, lizard, snake or mammal occurred in their local area. 
In the early 2000s, he became involved with Australian 
Biosecurity. He created a website called PaDIL (Pests and 
Diseases Image Library) which contains images and pest 
details for over 4,000 world-wide pest species of insects 
and plant diseases that Australian quarantine wants to 
keep out of Australia. This website is image rich providing a 
wealth to resources to identify pest species.

In recent years, he has become a strong advocate for 
citizen science – encouraging the public to contribute to 
scientific discovery. Dr Walker led a team to develop the 
successful citizen science website BowerBird which has 
attract many contributors from around Australia.

LABCON CONFERENCE DINNER
wednesday 21 November 2018 
Rydges on Swanston, 701 Swanston Street, Carlton 
6.30–10.00pm

The LABCON Conference Dinner is at a new venue this year but still 
promises all that you could expect. The enjoyment of good food and 
wine, minimal speeches and the LTAV Awards. A great opportunity 
to network with colleagues and friends as you dance the night away 
to the music of Rob Foernander and his “Band O’ Gold”. 

Workshop presenters receive complimentary attendance  
at the LABCON Conference Dinner, but you must book. 

Tickets for partners/guests need to be booked via the registration 
form (page 13 and 14).
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LABCON2018 pROGRAM

Tuesday 20 November

wednesday 21 November

ROOM COLOUR CODE:

PURPLE – CLASSROOM

PINK – COMPUTER LAB

GREEN – SCIENCE LAB

12.00pm-4.00pm Conference Registration set up Level 1

1.00pm-4.00pm Exhibitors move in Level 1

1.00pm-4.00pm pre Conference workshop – CHEMwATCH 
workshop: Tw1 – Beginners 
workshop: Tw2 – Advanced/Experienced

Level 2 
Q214 
Q217

8.00am Registration Lobby, Level 1

8.45am-9.15am Conference Opening Day One
Suzanne Thornley, Vice President, LTAV

Lvl2 Q230 Theatre

9.15am-10.15am KEYNOTE: Dr Brad Tucker, Astrophysicist/Cosmologist
Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, ANU

“The Universe and the Future of Space”
In the past few decades, rapid progress in technology has led to a complete change 
in our view of the Universe. In the next few decades, this will change even more as we 
become an inter-planetary species. I will talk about some of these discoveries, from 
planets around other stars, to exploring the Universe and maybe even visiting other 
planets, and show how we are now turning science fiction into reality.

Lvl2 Q230 Theatre

10.15am-10.45am Morning Tea and Exhibition Level 1

10.45am-12.00pm Concurrent workshops Various Rooms

w1 Lvl2 Q230 Theatre
Creating Equitable Boundaries (for those 
who find it hard to say NO)
Karen Cox
Gleneagles Secondary College

w2 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
Science needs YOU! Only you can take 
Science Investigations to the next level
Jamie Astill, Sirius College  
and Ray Harvey

w3 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Amazing Activities that Blend,  
Bridge & Teach, delivering great STEM 
outcomes
Carl Ahlers 
Prof Bunsen Science

w4 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom
STEM p to 12,  
an IDEAS approach
Bill & Karen Fowles
Serrata Pty Ltd

w5 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Let’s Treat Microscopes with  
Care-Microscope Maintenance
Rod Aggett 
Edu Supplies

w6 Lvl4 Q409 Classroom
Animal Ethics
Glenn Condon
Westbourne Grammar School

w7 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom
How to keep School Lab Organised 
– Beginners Only
Nishevitha Sureshkumar
Victoria University Secondary College

w8 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom
Little Bits
Daniela Migliorati
Science Supply Australia

w9 Lvl2 Q214 Comp Lab
Make it Stimulating Technology  
for the Biology Classroom
Phil Jones
The Logical Interface Pty Ltd

w10 Lvl2 Q217 Comp Lab
Arguably the Best and Most  
Useable, free online resource
Peter Razos
Caulfield Grammar School

w11 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab
Could data save Humpty? A new 
approach to the classic egg drop
Stuart Lewis
Scientrific Pty Ltd

w12 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab
The Fantastic Aquarium  
as a Teaching Resource
Ellen Clarke
Australian Catholic University

w13 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab
Analysing Sugars
Peter Ball, Southern Biological

LEVEL ONE 
Lunch and Exhibition

Don’t forget to have your exhibition passport signed

12.00pm-1.00pm Lunch and Exhibition Level 1

1.00pm – 2.15pm Concurrent workshops Various rooms

w14 Lvl2 Q230 Theatre
Human Evolution:  
where did we come from?
Peter Ball
Southern Biological

w15 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
Introduction to RiskAssess for Beginners!
Phillip & Eva Crisp
Ecosolve Australia

w16 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Chemical Disposals for the  
School Laboratory
Mike Pola
Envirostore Chemical Consulting

w17 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom
Things that go Bump
Geoff Gleadall
Monterey Secondary College

w18 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Beginners 101
Jason Griffiths
Glen Waverley Secondary College

w19 Lvl4 Q409 Classroom
Remote Data Acquisition
Doug Bail
Cider House Tech Pty Ltd

w20 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom 
what Rock is that?
Peter Nisbet

w21 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom      
Influencing for OHS
Andrea Tassioulas
Safety Action Pty Ltd

w22 Lvl2 Q214 Comp Lab 
Make it Stimulating Technology  
for the physics Classroom
Phil Jones
The Logical Interface Pty Ltd

w23 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab   
Getting Quality Data from  
your Experiments
Stuart Lewis
Scientrific Pty Ltd

w24 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab  
Adventure into Basic plant Tissue Culture 
– Let’s have a play
Therese Graham
Cathedral College Wangaratta

w25 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab   
practical Risk Assessments an Laboratory 
Auditing 101
Lisa Stevens,  
Lisa J Stevens & Associates,  
& Dr Neale Jackson, RMIT University

2.15pm – 2.45pm Afternoon Tea and Exhibition Level 1

2.45pm – 4.00pm Concurrent workshops Various rooms

w26 Lvl2 Q230 Theatre
Chemistry in the dark  
– let there be light
Jeff Hughes
RMIT University

w27 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
RiskAssess: Tips and Tricks for 
Experienced Users!
Phillip & Eva Crisp
Ecosolve Australia

w28 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Chemical Management for the School 
Laboratory
Mike Pola
Envirostore Chemical Consulting

w29 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom  
School Laboratory Safety  
Induction
Jenni Lovatt
Lavalla Catholic College

w30 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Skeletons and Stuff  
– repairing things in the prep Room
Harvey Edwards 
Principles and Practice

w31 Lvl4 Q409 Classroom
Getting Round Your pASCO Gear
Doug Bail
Cider House Tech Pty Ltd

w32 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom 
Geology of the Earth’s Energy Resources
Peter Nisbet

w33 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom      
Essential OHS Refresher – Beginners
Andrea Tassioulas
Safety Action Pty Ltd

w34 Lvl2 Q217 Comp Lab
3D Visualisation and More!
Philip Sansom & Dr Leslie Almberg
Teacher Earth Science Education 
Programme

w35 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab
Solution Chemistry-practical and 
theoretical aspects
Brema Samuel
Korowa Anglican Girls School

w36 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab
A  Touch of Glass
Dale Carroll
Geelong College

w37 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab   
Fun and VCE physics
Lynette Baker,  
Assumption College Kilmore  
& Mary Jones, Keilor Downs College

4.00pm Conclusion Day One

6.30pm – 10.00pm LABCON Conference Dinner – Rydges on Swanston, 701 Swanston Street, Carlton
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LABCON2018 pROGRAM

Thursday 22 November

ROOM COLOUR CODE:

PURPLE – CLASSROOM

YELLOW – COMPUTER LAB

GREEN – SCIENCE LAB

8.00am Registration Lobby, Level 1

9.00am-10.15am Concurrent workshops Various Rooms

T40 Lvl2 Q230 Theatre
Everything you always wanted to know 
about OH&S but…
pANEL: Brian Martin and Tracey Spiel 
(IEU), Jane Skillen (CPSU) and Janet 
Marshall and Kathryn Lewis (AEU)  
Session continued at 10.45am

T41 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Amazing Activities that Blend, Bridge & 
Teach, delivering great STEM outcomes
Carl Ahlers
Prof Bunsen Science

T42 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
Science needs YOU! Only you can take 
Science Investigations to the next level
Jamie Astill, Sirius College  
and Ray Harvey

T43 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom
STEM p to 12, an IDEAS approach
Bill & Karen Fowles
Serrata Pty Ltd

T44 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Skeletons and Stuff – repairing things in 
the prep Room
Harvey Edwards
Principles and Practice

T45 Lvl4 Q409 Classroom
Remote Data Acquisition
Doug Bail
Cider House Tech Pty Ltd

T46 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom
what Rock is that?
Peter Nisbet

T47 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom
Little Bits
Daniela Migliorati
Science Supply Australia

T48 Lvl2 Q217 Comp Lab 
Arguably the best and most useable,  
free online resource
Peter Razos
Caulfield Grammar School 

T49 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab
Could data save Humpty? A new 
approach to the classic egg drop
Stuart Lewis
Scientrific Pty Ltd

 T50 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab
A  Touch of Glass
Dale Carroll
Geelong College

T51 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab
Fun and VCE physics
Lynette Baker, Assumption College 
Kilmore  
& Mary Jones,  Keilor Downs College

10.15am-10.45am Morning Tea and Exhibition Level 1

10.45am-12.00pm Concurrent workshops Various Rooms

T40 Lvl2 Q230 Theatre
pANEL: Continuation 
Everything you always wanted to know 
about OH&S but…

T52 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
Introduction to RiskAssess for Beginners!
Phillip & Eva Crisp
Ecosolve Australia

T53 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Chemical Disposals for the School 
Laboratory
Mike Pola
Envirostore Chemical Consulting

T54 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom 
Things that go Bump
Geoff Gleadall
Monterey Secondary College

T55 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Let’s Treat Microscopes with Care 
– Microscope Maintenance
Rod Aggett 
Edu Supplies

T56 Lvl4 Q409 Classroom
Getting Round Your pASCO Gear
Doug Bail
Cider House Tech Pty Ltd

T57 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom
Geology of the Earth’s Energy Resources
Peter Nisbet

T58 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom      
Essential OHS Refresher – Beginners
Andrea Tassioulas
Safety Action Pty Ltd

 T59 Lvl2 Q214 Comp Lab
Make it Stimulating Technology  
for the Biology Classroom
Phil Jones
The Logical Interface Pty Ltd

T60 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab
Key Experiments: Inquiry approaches 
using data loggers in Middle School 
Science
Stuart Lewis
Scientrific Pty Ltd

T61 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab
Adventure into Basic plant Tissue Culture 
– Let’s have a play
Therese Graham
Cathedral College Wangaratta

T62 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab
Analysing Sugars
Peter Ball
Southern Biological

12.00pm-12.45pm Lunch and Exhibition Level 1

12.45pm – 2.00pm Concurrent workshops Various rooms

T63 Lvl 2 Q230 Theatre
Human Evolution:  
where did we come from?
Peter Ball
Southern Biological

T64 Lvl2 Q227 Theatre
RiskAssess: Tips and Tricks for 
Experienced Users!
Phillip & Eva Crisp
Ecosolve Australia

T65 Lvl2 Q219 Theatre
Chemical Management for the  
School Laboratory
Mike Pola
Envirostore Chemical Consulting

T66 Lvl2 Q213 Classroom
Triple R – Regional Reps Rage
Therese Graham
LTAV Regional Liaison Officer

T67 Lvl4 Q419 Classroom
Beginners 101
Jason Griffiths
Glen Waverley Secondary College

T68 Lvl4 Q420 Classroom      
Influencing for OHS
Andrea Tassioulas
Safety Action Pty Ltd

T69 Lvl4 Q416 Classroom
Creating Equitable Boundaries (for those 
who find it hard to say NO)
Karen Cox
Gleneagles Secondary College

T70 Lvl2 Q214 Comp Lab
Make it Stimulating Technology  
for the physics Classroom
Phil Jones
The Logical Interface Pty Ltd

T71 Lvl2 Q217 Comp Lab
3D Visualisation and More!
Philip Sansom & Dr Leslie Almberg
Teacher Earth Science Education 
Programme

T72 Lvl4 Q402 Wet Lab
Getting Quality Data from your 
Experiments
Stuart Lewis
Scientrific Pty Ltd

T73 Lvl4 Q403 Wet Lab
The Fantastic Aquarium as a  
Teaching Resource
Ellen Clarke
Australian Catholic University

T74 Lvl4 Q408 Wet Lab 
practical Risk Assessments an Laboratory 
Auditing 101
Lisa Stevens, Lisa J Stevens & Associates, 
& Dr Neale Jackson, RMIT University

2.00pm – 2.20pm Afternoon Tea and Exhibition Level 1

2.20pm-3.20pm KEYNOTE: Dr Ken walker 
Senior Curator of Entomology, Museums Victoria

Lvl2 Q230 Theatre

3.20pm – 3.30pm pRIZE DRAw – exhibition passport Lvl2 Q230 Theatre

3.30pm ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Chair: Suzanne Thornley, Vice President, LTAV

Lvl2 Q230 Theatre

4.00pm Conference concludes

“Australian Native Bees and Citizen Science”

Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD) is a major world 
wide problem affecting only European Honeybees. 
It is caused by a range of biological and chemical 
factors. Varroa mite is probably the most significant 
factor and to date Australia is the only continent 
to not yet have Varroa mite and is also the only 
continent not yet affected by CCD. Learn about 
what Australia is doing to keep out Varroa mite. 

Worldwide there are about 20,000 species and 
Australia is home to about 1,700 of these species. 
Australia’s bee fauna is considered to have the 
most unique and primitive continental native bee 
fauna. The bee world is divided into primitive 

“short-tongue” bees and advanced “long-tongue” 
bees. Australia is the only continent dominated 
by short-tongue bees. Why? We believe it is due 
to the co-evolution of Australian bees with one 
of the world’s most primitive plant families – the 
Myrtaceae or eucalypts and gum trees. 

We contend that bees evolved from predatory 
wasps about 120 million years ago at the time 
when the flowering plants, the Angiosperms were 
evolving and diversifying. Bees differ from wasps 
with the presence of branched hairs (scopae) that 
are used to transport pollen. Different bee groups 
have scopae on different parts of the body and we 
will see how effectively bees carry pollen. Did you 

know that bees “bubble”? Why do they bubble? 
It’s all about getting energy drinks to enable flight.

Most Australian bees are solitary but some are 
communal (share a single nest) and others are 
semi-social (share a single nest and help each 
other). I will show a range of female bee nesting 
habits as well as a range of male bee’s sleeping 
habits called roosting.

Citizen Science is where members of the public 
help to advance the efforts and knowledge of 
science. I will show you ways in which citizen 
science has enormously assisted my research on 
native Australian bees.
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OFF SITE TOURS

Friday 23 November

TOUR FT1: 10.00–11.00am

Bio21 Institute, platform Technology Tour  
Advanced Microscopy Unit and more…

The Bio21 Molecular Science and Biotechnology 
Institute will host a one hour tour of its Platform 
Technology facilities, 10:00 am – 11:00 am, Wednesday 
23rd November. In particular, participants will tour 
the state-of-the-art Advanced Microscopy Facility, that 
includes Electron Microscopes and Optical Microscopes 
and Super Resolution Microscopy, as well as to hear 
from the facility managers about their role in maintaining 
the facility, training users and working with internal and 
external clients. Other facilities may be included on the 
tour.

Delegates make own way to the tour location.

Repeat Tour Maximum 20 pax

TOUR FT2: 10.30am – 12.00pm

Melbourne Museum

The image of non-living or once living objects, stacked by 
the thousands in compactors, drawers and shelves is what 
might come to mind when we think of museum collections. 

Be prepared to have this idea challenged as you come 
face to face with some of the 16,000+ live animals 
currently residing at Melbourne Museum! Meet our Live 
Exhibits team, and take a rare back of house tour that may 
challenge your thoughts on the keeping of animals for 
educational purposes.

Delegates make own way to the tour location.

Repeat Tour  Maximum 30 pax

TOUR FT3: 10.30am – 12.00pm

The System Garden, Melbourne University

Systems Garden is planted out in a related species 
manner of flowering plants, botany features a lot in the 
school curriculum.

Displaying plants in this way provides a wonderful 
opportunity to see the similarities and differences in 
form and flower structure between members of the same 
family.

We hope that you will find the System Garden an area of 
inspiration and beauty and you will be able to learn more 
about plant relationships.

We have been advised that the usual serene nature 
of the garden will be disrupted unfortunately due to 
construction works of the new WEBS (Western Edge Bio-
Science) building project that is occurring adjacent to 
the System Garden. The System Garden has an intriguing 
history and there is still an amazing living collection of 
important plant species to view.

Delegates make own way to the tour location.

Repeat Tour Maximum 20 pax

TOUR FT4: 8.45am – 3.30pm

Victorian Desalination plant, wonthaggi

A site visit consists of time in our viewing gallery which 
looks into the main plant building, with a presentation 
about the project and operations. There is also the 
opportunity to ask questions. After this, as our group will 
arrive by bus then they take our bus around the plant site, 
which will give you the opportunity to see the true scale of 
the project. 

Coach transfer to/from this tour. Catering IS NOT provided. 
BYO lunch/snacks. Coach will stop briefly in Wonthaggi 
after the tour to purchase lunch.

New Tour                                                           Maximum 30 pax

LTAV Members Only  
Complimentary Chemwatch workshop on Tuesday or post-Conference Tour on Friday

Members registered to attend the actual conference on Wednesday and/or Thursday have the  
opportunity to attend a tour or the Chemwatch workshop at no charge, subject to availability.

Payment is required if only booking the Chemwatch workshop or Post-Conference tour.

Tours must be pre-booked via the registration form.  
Coach transfers will not be provided, make your own way to the tour location on the day. At the conclusion  

of all tours you are free to find your own way home, you do not need to return to the conference venue.
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wORKSHOp DESCRIpTIONS 
ALpHABETICAL BY TOpIC

3D Visualisation and More!
Philip Sansom & Dr Leslie Almberg, TESEP W34,T71
The Virtual Library of Australia’s Geology delivers free, downloadable 
visualisations of outcrops, fossils, rocks and virtual tours of larger geological 
features. Recent developments using 3D imagery will be presented and 
participants will be able to investigate for themselves the potential of this 
technology. The new TESEP Rock Kit will be introduced and how it can be  
utilised in conjunction with 3D Visualisation will be demonstrated to participants.

REpEAT SESSION

Adventure into basic plant tissue culture – let’s have a play
Therese Graham, Cathedral College Wangaratta W24, T61
A hands on workshop into simple affordable plant tissue culture methods and 
some pitfalls discovered along the way, the what, why and how to. Some practical 
suggestions and mini-plant take away samples, with notes to take back to your 
schools. I’d like to share my adventure into plant production for a home plant 
nursery with techniques I have experimented with that can be adapted for the 
school laboratory setting.

REpEAT SESSION

Amazing Activities that blend, bridge & teach, delivering 
great STEM outcomes
Carl Ahlers, Prof Bunsen W3, T41
As wind, string and percussion instruments blend into one orchestral unit, the 
STEM content in our classrooms should blend into one main delivery stream. 
By integrating subjects taught in isolation before, we can deliver the outcomes 
society and our students require. In this session, our focus will be on chemistry, 
physics, engineering and technological outcomes. Find out how you can 
transmit information on a light beam, run a car on a capacitor’s stored energy, 
demonstrate the difference between diesel and petrol combustion, prepare 
hydrogen in a jiffy, launch a hydrogen rocket (safely) and many more.  
Guaranteed engagement

NEw SESSION

Analysing Sugars
Peter Ball, Southern Biological W13, T62
Carbohydrates are an essential part of the human diet but there is now a huge 
body of evidence that indicates added sugar is responsible for many of society’s 
health problems. This workshop will start with an introduction to some of the 
special properties of dietary sugars that can be used to identify them. We will 
then proceed to two quantitative analyses, based on enzymes and colorimetric 
reactions, of lactose in milk and sucrose in soft drinks. 

NEw SESSION

Animal Ethics
Glenn Condon, Westbourne Grammar School W6
This session aims to provide advice to lab technicians, particularly new ones, on 
what schools need to do to comply with the legislative requirements relating to 
the use of animals in classroom programs. The procedures to obtain a Scientific 
Premises Procedure Licence (SPPL), the application process to the Victorian 
Schools Animal Ethics Committee (VSAEC) and relevant Codes of Practice will 
be covered in this session. Only schools with a registered and current SPPL are 
permitted to use animals for teaching purposes in schools. If your school uses 
animals in teaching, and you do not apply to VSAEC for approval, come along 
and find out how to become compliant with the law.

REpEAT SESSION

Arguably the best and most useable, free online resource
Peter Razos, Caulfield Grammar School W10 T48
Let us show you how you can help the Science dept. develop and deliver 
an exciting set of units ranginf from the “Science of Magic to The Science of 
Conflict”. Teaching in context and presenting the science that really interests 
students is a powerful way of engaging students to participate in Science.  
It’s not easy and we certainly will not let you leave empty handed. All participants 
will be giver full access to our online resources to explore and implement in their 
own schools. Participants are encouraged to bring their own device for a full 
experience of this amazing workshop.

To verify that this is amazing go to www.dynamicscience.com.au /tester and enter 
as a student. We will also show you the online chemistry resources and online 
testing. You will leave the workshop with lots to implement the moment you go 
back to school.

NEw SESSION

A Touch of Glass
Dale Carroll, Geelong College W36, T50
Being able to work with glass can be a useful skill to have in a science 
department. From cutting glass sheet into smaller pieces, to bending tubing for 
gas delivery tubes or repairing the broken measuring cylinder. Simple techniques 
to allow you to do all of the above will be demonstrated with time for you to have 
a go yourself. This is a hands-on session using only tools that are found in the 
science department, or cheaply purchased, and only uses a Bunsen burner for 
heating. 

REpEAT SESSION

Beginners 101
Jason Griffiths, Glen Waverley Secondary College W18, T67
Just started in a school? So you know enough chemistry to make up a 0.352M 
solution, enough physics to wire up a simple circuit and measure the current 
and voltage drop across a component, and enough biology to show yeast 
fermentation. But do you know how to standardize a solution of Sodium 
Thiosulphate? How to get that problematic 10% starch solution made?  
What the trick is for making PVAlc solution? This session is designed to  
show beginning lab–techs some of the tricks of the trade, but isn’t really  
suitable for anyone who has been a lab–tech for very long. 

REpEAT SESSION

Chemical Disposals for the School Laboratory
Michael Pola, Envirostore Chemical Consulting W16, T53
Correct disposal techniques including use of suitable containers, labelling, safe 
mixing of liquid wastes, storage and handling of various waste streams, legal 
compliance requirements etc. If you want to put that one in as well I can prepare 
the notes pretty quickly if there is some interest shown; the topic is covered in 
Chemical Management but is usually a bit rushed and many questions do relate 
to disposals.

NEw SESSION

Chemical Management for the School Laboratory
Michael Pola, Envirostore Chemical Consulting W28, T65
Chemical Management for the School Laboratory ; this presentation covers 
the following : compliance with dangerous goods and OH and S legislation , 
hazardous substances, safety data sheets, risk assessments , spills , disposals, 
in house waste treatment, chemical storage and tips for good management 
practices for laboratories. 

UpDATE ON 2017 SESSION

“Chemistry in the dark – let there be light”
Dr Jeff Hughes, RMIT W26
Most light is produced as a by-product of generating heat. Are there any 
other ways? This workshop/presentation will explore the ways we make 
light using Chemistry with examples of fluorescence, phosphorescence and 
chemiluminescence . The last is a particularly significant method of producing 
light as it doesn’t involve heat - “cold light”. Apart from use as a spectacualr 
demonstration, chemiluminescence is used in a number of other ways, including 
in forensic science (as any watcher of the CSI crime shows would be aware).

NEw SESSION

Could data save Humpty?  
A new approach to the classic egg drop
Stuart Lewis, Scientrific Pty Ltd W11, T49
What is STEAM? Science Technology Arts and Mathematics. What are the key 
elements of a STEAM approach? Form and functional design in a real world 
problem solving context. 

If you are looking for ways to engage your students in challenging real world 
problem solving that incorporates design and testing regimes in an integrated 
cross-curricular approach, then this workshop is for you. The workshop 
challenges participants to design and test a device to prevent the fracturing of 
an egg when dropped. Taking a STEAM approach to solving the problem will 
involve considering form (Arts) and functional (Engineering) design as well as 
drawing on principles of Science (Science) supported by data (Mathematics) to 
provide a solution (Technology). Don’t worry about the mess! We will clean it up 
if your design doesn’t quite “work”. If you are worried about the mess then we  
will show you ways to avoid it altogether.

REpEAT SESSION
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Creating Equitable Boundaries  
(for those who find it hard to say No)
Karen Cox, Gleneagles Secondary College W1, T69
As a Lab Tech who has found it difficult to say No to Teachers, I’d like to share 
my journey of creating the policies and procedures I now use which support me 
in setting boundaries. They are the framework I lean on for rejecting practical 
requests if I need to. We will discuss the conversations that need to take place 
to start you on your own “Journey to No.” You will also be given examples of 
“standard knockback emails” and forms I use which will in turn support you in 
starting to create your own boundaries in an equitable way.

REpEAT SESSION

Essential OHS Refresher- beginners
Andrea Tassioulas, Safety Action Pty Ltd W33, T58
An essential session for new and refresher for experienced laboratory 
technicians. You will learn the key requirements of the Victorian Occupational 
Health and Safety (OHS) laws for chemicals and what has changed under the 
new OHS Regulations 2017. The session will explain the Globally Harmonised 
System (GHS) for chemical classification and labelling. You will learn the current 
requirements to correctly label chemical containers, decanted chemicals and 
research samples and how to read and understand a new SDS.

NEw SESSION

Everything you always wanted to know about OH&S 
but….
Brian Martin and Tracey Spiel (IEU), Jane Skillen (CPSU) and  
Janet Marshall and Kathryn Lewis (AEU) T40
This session will be presented by the three unions which cover all schools here 
in Victoria and you will hear from three experts in OH&S. We will outline who is 
responsible for OH&S in your school and the relevant Acts and regulations. As 
well as providing tools and strategies for getting improvements in your schools 
– such as developing effective systems of work that improve health and safety in 
your workplace. We shall also touch on the broader work of the unions across the 
sector in improving working conditions on a much bigger canvas. This session will 
include plenty of time for a Q&A session. We will have a powerhouse of OH&S 
expertise with Brian Martin IEU), Jane Skillen (CPSU) and Janet Marshall (AEU) as 
well as Education Support Organisers Kathryn Lewis (AEU) and Tracey Spiel (IEU). 

EXTENDED pANEL – NEw SESSION

Fun and VCE physics
Lynette Baker, Assumption College and Mary Jones,  
Keilor Downs College W37, T51
In this session we are going to try to spark enthusiasm with a topic that is often 
seen as numerous math equations and formulas. We want to show that Fun and 
Physics do mix in the land of demonstrations and experiments that you can do 
with students. 

REpEAT SESSION 

Getting around your pasco Gear
Doug Bail, Cider House Tech Pty Ltd W31, T56
New tools, new features, new software updates. Come and find out how to get 
the best out of the new while keeping the old ticking along. For new users and 
longer term alike, we’ll run through things that are new and answer your queries 
re the old. 

REpEAT SESSION

Getting Quality Data from your Experiments
Stuart Lewis, Scientrific Pty Ltd W23, T72
Are you getting data readings with your electronic sensors that you don’t expect? 
Would you like to find out more about how the sensors should be used to obtain 
more reliable data? Participants will engage in a range of experiments using wet 
chemistry sensors with appropriate protocols to avoid situations that produce 
unexpected results. Some of the experiments include: conductivity, acidity, ion 
specific electrodes and dissolved oxygen. This is a hands-on session and ideal for 
all teachers of science and laboratory technicians who deal with wet chemistry 
experiments including water quality testing. All data will be shared using “bring 
your own device” technology

REpEAT SESSION

Geology of the Earth’s Energy Resources 
Peter Nisbet W32, T57
This session explains the formation of Coal, Oil and Gas, including samples of 
the different types of each. It also covers Uranium and Nuclear Fuel as well as 
Geothermal Power.

REpEAT SESSION 

How to keep School lab organized – Beginners only
Nishevitha Sureshkumar, Victoria University Secondary College W7
Are you new to school lab by your own? This presentation covers how to start 
your lab journey from scratch without any experience. What are the “to do” list 

you have to mark down first; what are the files you need to keep and tips for how 
to maintain these records annually. Different methods to tackle daily task includes 
trolley setups, create lab compendium, task chart etc. What are the check lists do 
you have to follow-up? More and more time management techniques to keep lab 
organized.

NEw SESSION

Human Evolution: where did we come from?
Peter Ball, Southern Biological W14, T63
Although evolution via natural selection was proposed by Charles Darwin way 
back in 1859, much of our current knowledge about the way humans evolved 
has come about in just the last few decades. Vested interests, inflated egos 
and even conspiracy and scientific fraud hindered advancement for more than 
100 years after Darwin published On The Origin Of Species. The story of our 
understanding of human evolution is as controversial as it is compelling. This 
presentation will examine the way the present state of knowledge has been 
shaped and influenced by the personalities behind the discovery of key hominid 
fossils. Their amazing stories make an enthralling context in which to present this 
topic. Students are able to make enduring connections when they can associate 
the discovery of particular fossils with the people, places and events that were 
involved at the time. The state of current thinking will be illustrated with a range 
of high precision reproductions that demonstrate the path our evolutionary 
journey has taken. To conclude, with one eye on the evolutionary pressures that 
brought us to the present, we will speculate about factors that might influence 
the survival of our species in the future.

REpEAT SESSION

Influencing for OHS
Andrea Tassioulas, Safety Action Pty Ltd W21, T68
No one told you about one skill that a Lab Tech must have- the power of 
persuasion! You may be placed in a difficult position when it comes to safety. 
Have you ever been expected to prepare the teacher’s risk assessments 
(without any training in how to do this)? Or to store and dispose of chemicals 
(in accordance with expensive Australian Standards- that you have not been 
provided with)? You need the ability to influence and to have courageous 
conversations with teachers, department managers and the Principal. Learn how 
to protect yourself legally and how to ask for adequate policies, funding for 
safety training, equipment and resources. In this interactive session, delegates 
will have the opportunity to share their experiences. 

NEw SESSION

Introduction to RiskAssess for beginners!
Phillip & Eva Crisp, Ecosolve Australia W15, T52
See how easy it is to carry out mandatory risk assessments of science 
experiments using RiskAssess! The logic and practice of risk assessment is 
explained. RiskAssess includes a prac ordering and lab scheduling system to 
help you. Database information is provided on more than 1000 chemicals and 
their solutions, equipment and biological items. Now with fast and easy GHS 
labelling software as well!

REpEAT SESSION

Key experiments: inquiry approaches using data loggers 
in Middle School Science
Stuart Lewis, Scientrific Pty Ltd T60
Are you looking for innovative ways of collecting data with some key experiments 
from the Australian Curriculum: Science?

A range of key experiments will be setup in a series of workstations with which 
participants can engage. The experiments will be selected from: heat transfer 
and thermal energy; motion studies; collisions; environmental monitoring; 
human physiology; Greenhouse effect and energy and power of electrical 
circuits. A range of sensors will be utilised to collect real time data for analysis 
and interpretation. Ideas for further investigations will also be explored.

REpEAT SESSION

Let’s treat microscopes with care – Microscope 
Maintenance
Rod Aggett, Edu Supplies W5, T55
EduSupplies founded in 2008 currently specialises in microscope and balance 
sales and servicing to Australian school and university market. 

We believe that only when microscopes are treated well will molecule under 
microscopes become moleCOOL. The presentation will demonstrate small and 
useful tips for basic microscope maintenance that lab technicians can perform 
by themselves. Tips cover how to keep microscopes in class rooms, how to solve 
small microscope issues, and how to use microscopes more effectively. 

In addition, our usage of innovative technology drives us to be efficient in 
servicing microscopes and balances and brings extra benefits to lab technicians. 
We are currently running Maintenance Operating Planning System (MOPS) and 
QR Code allowing clients to identify and report faulty microscopes and balances, 
book service, keep track of their performance, and so on. In order to deliver the 
best experience of Maintenance Operating Planning System (MOPS) and QR 
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Code to clients, the participants are welcome to try our latest MOPS and  
QR Code during the presentation.

NEw SESSION

Littlebits
Daniela Migliorati, Science Supply Australia W8, T47
Engage, empower and inspire students with this hands on session of ‘Littlebits’ 
an innovative product that allows you to create inventions large and small with a 
platform of easy to use electronic magnetic building blocks that snap together! 
We will use the ‘Littlebits’ to complete a number of challenges – a self driving car 
and /or invent an Art machine with the inclusion of Art in STEM (STEAM) we will 
show you how to encourage students to think creatively, design and engineer 
solutions to real world problems. Let’s teach today’s students to be tomorrow’s 
innovators! Not to be missed! 

REpEAT SESSION

Make it Stimulating for the Biology Classroom
Phil Jones, The Logical Interface Pty Ltd W9, T59
Sophisticated technology, once only the domain of forensic and research 
laboratories, is now within the reach of every science educator. In this workshop 
we will examine 

• Digital Microscopes, Digital Eyepieces and our Australian Imaging Software,
• The new generation Data Loggers and their application to Biology teaching.
• Technology strategies for field work.

REpEAT SESSION 

Make it Stimulating for the physics Classroom
Phil Jones, The Logical Interface Pty Ltd W22, T70
Sophisticated technology, once only the domain of forensic and research 
laboratories, is now within the reach of every science educator. In this workshop 
we will examine 

• Video Analysis of Motion. 
• Physics modelling with Interactive Physics (IP) software. IP. 
• PC Based Signal Generator and Oscilloscope (CRO). 
• Simulation software – Krucible is revolutionary software for creating simulations 

and demonstrating experiments impractical in the secondary science lab. 
• Data Logging Technology is an extremely powerful data acquisition and 

analysis tool for physics.
REpEAT SESSION 

practical Risk Assessments an Laboratory Auditing 101
Lisa Stevens & Dr Neale Jackson,  
Lisa J Stevens & Associates W25, T74
Interested in how to undertake a risk assessment on an experiment but not sure 
where to start? Wanting to develop an understanding of how to breakdown the 
components of an experiment to undertake a detailed risk assessment? Not sure 
what you need to look for when undertaking a laboratory audit? 

This workshop will provide you with a number of practical activities including 
how undertake a risk assessment on a simple experiment. Participants will 
also have the ability to audit a number of experimental set ups and provide a 
critique on the safety issues, as well as conducting a laboratory safety inspection. 
All participants will receive a e-booklet and handouts so that you can use the 
information learned in your own laboratories. 

NEw SESSION

Remote Data Acquisition
Doug Bail, Cider House Tech Pty Ltd W19, T45
Using sensors with built-in memory significantly enhances the opportunities 
for students to investigate both long term change (e.g. water quality studies, 
photosynthesis over days, etc) and short term (forces in an egg drop) that can 
be as advanced as those in industry but simple to setup - no more “dataloggers”. 
Students can get a deeper, better understanding of the world around them from 
this industry and research style data acquisition that lends itself to integrating 
science and STEM. We’ll “play” with a few simple investigations to get you started.

NEw SESSION

RiskAssess: tips and tricks for experienced users!
Phillip & Eva Crisp, Ecosolve Australia W27, T64
Latest features of RiskAssess demonstrated. Learn the tricks for creating standard 
GHS labels for more than 1200 pure chemicals and their aqueous solutions, plus 
custom labels for everything else. Learn to customize year groups, download 
scheduling, stock-take and review usage, reschedule experiments, use electronic 
resources, archive risk assessments, create LabTech-only risk assessments, view 
student PINs, do annual review, use shortcuts, and more! Questions welcome!

NEw SESSION

School Laboratory Safety Induction
Jenni Lovatt, Lavalla Catholic College W29
Introducing Staff & Students to the whys & wherefores of a working School 
Laboratory: We will look at an example of a school laboratory induction and 

how you can create your own. Covering all aspects of Staff & Student access in a 
School Laboratory.

REpEAT SESSION

Science needs YOU! Only you can take science 
investigations to the next level
Jamie Astill, Sirius College & Ray Harvey, W2, T42
Are you tired of the same pracs each year? Do you want to make a difference 
with your science students? Lab technicians are often the most experienced, 
capable, yet under utilised members of the Science Faculty. How far can you go? 
We will show you – the lab technician, partnered with students, teachers, industry 
partners, and using CSIRO’s CREST program what is possible.The results will 
astonish you!

NEw SESSION

Skeletons and Stuff – repairing things in the prep Room
Harvey Edwards, Principles and Practice W30, T44
Is Fred looking a little tired? Do you need to become a dentist, an orthopaedic 
surgeon and a mechanic all rolled into one? This workshop is for you.

In the first part of this workshop we will explore some of the techniques and tools 
to repair skeletons, torsos and other science models.

Then, if you bring along photos of failed and broken equipment, we will have an 
open forum to work out how to solve your problems. Photos can be on paper, on 
your phone or even emailed in advance to harvey@principlespractice.com.au

NEw SESSION

Solution Chemistry – practical and theoretical aspects
Brema Samuel, Korowa Anglican Girls School W35
This workshop is aimed at techs in need of help with calculations involved in 
making and using solution. Recommended for new techs. The many different 
ways concentrations can be expressed will be covered. Dilutions and making 
of standard solutions will be the other area of focus. Some hands on activity is 
involved, time permitting. (Volumetric analysis is the extension of this area of 
chemistry). 

NEw SESSION

STEM p to 12 – An IDEAS approach
Bill & Karen Fowles, Serrata Pty Limited W4, T43
Industry is requiring a new workforce. Workers confident in their ability to Build 
and Create. In this STEMINAR we will explore s range of educational manipulative, 
observational and IT science tools to created a STEM culture from p to 12. We 
will also explore the process of taking an INVENTION from Imagination to SALES 
(An IDEAS) approach, using examples like the development of Legendary Data 
Harvest Logging systems, the Diji Tapless burette and Sticky Atoms.

NEw SESSION

The Fantastic Aquarium as a Teaching Resource
Ellen Clarke - Australian Catholic University W12, T73
Come along and find out how you can combine beauty, enjoyment and 
education! We will cover the topics of equipment, plants and animals, and give 
you some useful resources some useful resources so you can start your own 
aquatic journey.

REpEAT SESSION

Things that go bump
Geoff Gleadall – Monterey Secondary College W17, T54
A look at demonstrations that involve heat smoke and bangs. This session looks 
at safely demonstrating gas explosions, fuel air explosions, the thermite reaction 
and the glycerine/permanganate reaction.

REpEAT SESSION

Triple R-Regional Representatives Rage
Therese Graham, LTAV Regional Liaison Officer T66
Our Regional Representatives Rage is open to all current LTAV Regional 
Representatives, along with anyone that is interested in taking on the role. 
Discussions will include activities held during the past year, difficulties 
faced, possible solutions and any other matters of importance. All Regional 
Representatives are requested to bring along 18 copies of a short report to be 
distributed at the meeting to those present.

ANNUAL UpDATE

what Rock Is That? 
Peter Nisbet W20, T46
This session uses a hands on approach with accompanying Identification Keys to 
learn the main features and names of the most common rocks. Participants use 
rock samples throughout the session. Interesting minerals and fossils add variety 
to the session.

REpEAT SESSION
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LABCON2018
20-23 November 2018
The registration form may be Emailed or POST 

REGISTRATION FORM AND TAX INVOICE
LTAV ABN: 96 439 156 002

DELEGATE DETAILS 
(Circle) Prof/Dr/Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss

Surname:                                                                                                Given Name:

School/Organisation:                                                                                                       Position:

Address:

State:                          Postcode:             Telephone:                                 Mobile:

Email:                                                                                                           Purchase Order:

Emergency Person & Mobile:                                                                   (e.g. emergency contact during LABCON)

Please indicate any health related dietary, disability assistance required:

REGISTRATION FEES
GST inclusive  LTAV Member Non Member 

Full Registration – Wednesday & Thursday includes Dinner $365.00 $435.00 $

Full Registration – Wednesday & Thursday excludes Dinner $315.00 $385.00 $

One Day Registration includes dinner   o Wednesday   o Thursday $305.00 $375.00 $

One Day Registration excludes dinner   o Wednesday   o Thursday  $255.00  $325.00 $

Presenter Registration:   o Wednesday   o Thursday (No charge day(s) of presentation)

Presenter attending Dinner:   o Yes   o No (No charge)

Conference Dinner Wednesday (extra tickets) $85.00 $105.00 $

Tuesday Chemwatch Workshop:   o Beginners   o Avanced  $66.00 $97.00 $

Friday Conference Tour (Insert Tour choices below)  $66.00 $97.00 $

SUB TOTAL REGISTRATION FEES  GST inclusive                           AUD   $

ACCOMMODATION 
Required: Room Type Required:   o Single   o Twin   o Double

IBIS Melbourne BOOK HERE Room rate per night $115.00 GST inclusive     x                     Nights =              $

Rydges on Swanston book direct https://www.rydges.com/private-page/labcon/ 

Arrival Date:                                   Depart Date: 

TOTAL pAYABLE to LTAV Registration Fees + Accommodation (if applicable)                                    AUD    $

CONCURRENT wORKSHOpS/TOUR pREFERENCES 
(Note: there are strict limits on numbers attending each workshop)
Please use Session Codes in preferences below and places will be allocated in order of receipt of payment. 
Complete all boxes. Note: You will automatically be booked to attend the keynote presentations on day of registration.

 1st Pref 2nd Pref 3rd Pref 4th Pref 

Wednesday 10.45am-12.00noon

Wednesday 1.00pm-2.15pm

Wednesday 2.45pm-4.00pm

Thursday 9.00am-10.15am

Thursday 10.45am-12.00noon

Thursday 12.45pm-2.00pm

FRIDAY TOUR

Principal/Science Co-ordinator’s name:                                                                      Signature:
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LABCON2018
20-23 November 2018
The registration form may be Emailed or POST 

REGISTRATION FORM AND TAX INVOICE
LTAV ABN: 96 439 156 002

REGISTER
Register ONLINE www.ltav.org.au alternatively, 
complete form and EMAIL to pcs@cogroup.com.au

When Registering, payment can be made by EFT/
DIRECT DEBIT into LTAV bank account, send a money 
order or cheque, Please photocopy the completed 
Registration Form and send the copy with payment to:

 LABCON Conference Secretariat  
 PO Box 208 
 Lynbrook VIC 3975

DIRECT DEBIT/EFT pAYMENTS 
If paying directly into the LTAV bank account, please 
ensure that the EFT remittance advice together with the 
Registration Form is EMAILED to pcs@cogroup.com.au

Bank: Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
Branch: Warragul  
BSB: 063532 
Account Number: 10401068 
Account Name: Laboratory Technicians 
Association of Victoria Inc.

pAYMENT BY CHEQUE
Cheques to be made payable to Laboratory Technicians 
Association of Victoria and forwarded with the 
completed registration form to: 

 LABCON Conference Secretariat  
 PO Box 208 
 Lynbrook VIC 3975

REGISTRATION FORMS wITHOUT pAYMENT 
We reserve the right NOT to process forms until a 
school purchase order number and/or payment is 
received.

A confirmation letter will be sent to you by email with 
Sessions allocated.

If you are not able to register for LABCON on either day, 
you are very welcome to visit the Exhibition outside the 
catering breaks (shown in the program).

ACCOMMODATION
Ibis Melbourne Swanston Street Hotel 
609 Swanston Street, Carlton 
$115 room only per night.  
Close to conference dinner venue. Very small rooms. 
Breakfast $12.50pp. Parking at the hotel $29 per day.

Rydges on Swanston 
701 Swanston Street, Carlton 
$180 room only per night 
Conference dinner venue, larger rooms. Breakfast is 
available $19. Parking at the hotel $25 per day.

PAYMENT for all of your accommodation booking  
must be paid in advance. 

CONFERENCE DINNER
Attendance at the conference dinner on Wednesday 
evening is complimentary for workshop presenters,  
but you do need to register.

SpECIAL DIETS
We endeavour to provide for medical dietary 
requirements such as diabetic, gluten free, vegetarian 
etc., and cannot provide Paleo, Weight Watchers,  
Lite and Easy diets.

MEMBERS ONLY COMpLIMENTARY 
CHEMwATCH wORKSHOp TUESDAY  
OR TOUR FRIDAY
Members registered to attend the actual conference 
on Wednesday and/or Thursday have the opportunity 
to attend a tour or the Chemwatch workshop at no 
charge. Payment is required if only booking a tour or 
the Chemwatch workshop.

pRIVACY STATEMENT
The Privacy Act 2000 provides that, before a name, 
organisation and state/country details can be published 
in the list of the conference delegates for distribution 
to fellow delegates or any other party; you must give 
your consent. If you DO NOT wish to have your name 
and details included in the Delegate List please indicate 
below and send this instruction with your Registration 
Form and payment.

Do not include on distribution list: 

HELp OR FURTHER INFORMATION
LABCON Conference Secretariat 
Marg Scarlett – Conference Organising Group 
Post Office Box 208, Lynbrook VIC 3975 
Tel: 0419 805 362  
Email: pcs@cogroup.com.au

please note 

different hotels  

– book early 

space is  

limited
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LABCON2018  
pROGRAM GRID

Conference Opening SuzanneThornley 

KEYNOTE: The Universe and the Future of Space Dr Brad Tucker

KEYNOTE: Australian Native Bees and Citizen Science Dr Ken Walker

prize Draw & Annual General Meeting SuzanneThornley 

3D Geological Visualisation and More! Philip Sansom W34 T71

‘Adventure into basic plant tissue culture – let’s have a play’ Therese Graham W24 T61

Amazing Activities that Blend, Bridge & Teach delivering great 
STEM outcomes

Carl Ahlers* W3 T41

Analysing Sugar Peter Ball* W13 T62

Animal Ethics  Glenn Condon W6

Arguably the best and most useable, free online resource Peter Razos* W10 T48

A Touch of Glass Dale Carroll W36 T50

Beginners 101 Jason Griffiths W18 T67

Chemical Disposals for the School Laboratory Michael Pola* W16 T53

Chemical Management for the School Laboratory Michael Pola W28 T65

Chemistry in the Dark Jeff Hughes* W26

Could data save Humpty? A new approach to the classic  
egg drop

Stuart Lewis W11 T49

Creating Equitable Boundries Karen Cox W1 T69

Essential OHS Refresher-Beginners Andrea Tassioulas W33 T58

Everything you always wanted to know about OH&S but…. PANEL T40 T40

Fun and VCE Physics  Lynette Baker  
& Mary Jones

W37 T51

Getting around your Pascoe Gear Doug Bail W31 T56

Getting Quality Data from your Experiments Stuart Lewis W23 T72

Geology of the Earth’s Energy Resources Peter Nisbet W32 T57

How to keep School Lab Organised - Beginners Only Nishevitha Sureshkumar* W7

Human Evolution:  Where did we come from? Peter Ball W14 T63

Influencing for OHS Andrea Tassioulas* W21 T68

Introduction to RiskAssess for Beginners! Phillip & Eva Crisp W15 T52

Key experiments: inquiry approaches using data loggers in 
Middle School Science

Stuart Lewis T60

Let’s treat microscopes with care – Microscope Maintenance Rod Aggett* W5 T55

Littlebits Daniela Migliorati W8 T47

Make it real! Stimulating Technology for Biology Classroom Phil Jones W9 T59

Make it real! Stimulating Technology for Physics Classroom Phil Jones W22 T70

Practical Risk Assessments and Laboratory Auditing 101 Lisa Stevens  
& Dr Neale Jackson*

W25 T74

Remote Data Acquisition Doug Bail W19 T45

RiskAssess: Tips and Tricks for Expierenced Users Phillip & Eva Crisp W27 T64

School Laboratory Safety Induction  Jenni Lovatt W29

Science Needs You! Jamie Astil & Ray Harvey* W2 T42

Skeletons and Stuff – repairing things in the Prep Room Harvey Edwards* W30 T44

Solution Chemistry-practical and theoretical aspects Brema Samuel* W35

STEM P to 12 an ideas approach Bill & Karen Fowles* W4 T43

The Fantastic Aquarium as a Teaching Resource Ellen Clarke W12 T73

Things that go Bump Geoff Gleadall W17 T54

Triple R-Regional Representatives Rage Therese Graham T66

What Rock is that? Peter Nisbet W20 T46

TUESDAY 20 NOVEMBER: Chemwatch Workshop Beginners TW1

TUESDAY 20 NOVEMBER: Chemwatch Workshop Advanced TW2

FRIDAY 23 NOVEMBER: Bio21 Institute Repeat Tour FT1

FRIDAY 23 NOVEMBER: Melbourne Museum Repeat Tour FT2

FRIDAY 23 NOVEMBER: The System Garden Repeat Tour FT3

FRIDAY 23 NOVEMBER: Victorian Desalination Project New Tour FT4

wEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRITUE
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